
 
 
IPRANSW General Meeting  
Held 1st August 2018 at Arena Sports Club, Rookwood Road, Yagoona 
 
Meeting commenced at 7:56 PM 
 
PRESENT: Dan Ridley (Treasurer), Steve Jagger (Sporting Chair), Gary Cook (Eligibility Chair), 
Joseph Lenthall (President), Mark Larmour (Pointscore), Ryan Jagger (Secretary) + 20 
Members 
 
APOLOGIES: Ian Price 
 
Business Arising from Previous Minutes 

● Joseph did a recap of previous minutes 
● Question from floor regarding noise issues from previous minutes. Joseph advised that 

ARDC were very aware of issue and that the person involved in operating the meter was 
proactively working on changing the measurements taken. 

● Moved and seconded Joseph and Mark 
 
President’s update 

● Recap of Wakefield park. Unders one day meeting generally well liked, but very lonely 
on Sunday for Overs. Numbers were poor overall. 

● Pricey not here because he is partying in Ibiza 
 
Secretary’s update 

● Nil, see National update. 
 
Treasurer’s update 

● Waiting on one more sponsor to finalise payment 
● Tyre rebate down this year. Estimate $2300. 

 
National Update 

● Delegates meeting in coming up - 18/19 August. 
● RJ has circulated a lot of data to the delegates ahead of the meeting relating to 

competitor numbers. 
● RJ has reviewed the previous Cosmo application that was not successful, and will 

circulate further supporting information to the delegates 
 
Sporting Update 

● We are in the process of getting dates for the 2019 calendar. 
● Discussion of potential meeting in January (long weekend). Idea would be one day, lots 

of shorter races, lower cost than state round, more social, potential season launch or 
drive day. Still being investigated, but looking to get an idea of interest (around 10 
hands, 2 definitely would not run). 



 
Other business 

● As a result of poorly managed ride height checks recently by scrutineers, lines are being 
painted in the scrutineering sheds at SMP to clearly designate an area for ride height 
checks. We will call it the ‘Hendy Line’. 

● All competitors are advised that they should not sign any document provided by event 
officials that they are not comfortable signing or do not agree with. You are always 
entitled to due process, always consult other club or event officials first if you feel that 
you are being pressured. 

● Engine sealing is optional, but considered to be a good idea. 
● No change in requirements for RX7 ‘grills’, still the same rule. 
● Please update your details for emails / check your spam filters, and join the SMS group 

to get updates. Send an SMS to  0447 498 310 with just the word “Subscribe”.  If 
successful you should get a message back that says you are subscribed. 

 
2019 Nationals 

● Still looking for more entries, definitely still worthwhile for Overs competitors to put in an 
entry. 

 
Discussion for 2019 - Ideas and input from members 

● RJ spoke about some data that he had put together for the meeting, showing the trend in 
our grid numbers over time (included after these minutes). Key points were: 

○ Numbers this year are not great, also not disastrous 
○ Numbers have been sliding for many years 
○ We are roughly 50/50 split between overs and unders, and have been for a very 

long time. It ebbs and flows, currently unders is stronger, previously overs has 
been. 

● At the meeting, the discussion was focussed mainly on ideas that we could implement 
for next year to boost numbers (so not rules focused). We also took feedback on areas 
that we can improve or develop to achieve the same. 

● There was some history provided about how we came to have two grids. Many years 
ago we were at a level exceeding grid capacity. With separate grids, many dedicated 
‘unders’ cars were built. As a result, NSW unders numbers are significantly bigger than 
in any other state. 

● There was some initial discussion to provide points of comparison with other categories 
and other states.  

○ It was noted that IPRAVIC is doing very well with similar entry costs, same tyres 
and rules, arguably much better tracks, but most other states are not doing quite 
as well.  

○ Pulsars and Excels are thriving around the country, and that Production Cars in 
NSW are quite strong.  

○ Other NSW categories are having varied results. Sports sedans have been 
rebuilding and very proactive in reaching out to competitors. They have managed 
to attract some production style commodores with this approach. 

● The discussion was fairly open and at times unstructured, so I’ve attempted to capture 
all ideas and input in the summary below. 

 
Approachability / Image 

● Driving standards have come into question, can do more to lift the standard. 
● Sense of community can be improved - try to group competitors on skid pan, nearby 



carports / garages, some central area at Wakefield. 
● Do more to welcome newcomers - is buddy system in place and working? 
● Some suggestion that we aren’t always friendly to newcomers, however not agreed by 

some. 
● Not enough openness amongst competitors with regards to technical details of cars / 

solutions to problems. 
● Reputation outside the category is that we are extremely expensive, it is impossible to do 

well without an unlimited cheque book. 
● We have a reputation as being generally not very approachable. 

 
Communications / Engagement 

● Key focus area should be to attract new members. This has dropped away over last 5 or 
so years and is hurting us. 

● Examples were given of other clubs (motorsport categories and other clubs) deliberately 
reaching out to people (phone / letters) to invite them to participate or come back.  

● Social media / online needs a lot of development to reach current and potential new 
members. This is seen as a key area that we need to focus. 

● Strong desire to do video race coverage. 
● The Revheads Review in Victoria is seen as a really good example of something we 

could do. 
● Try to deliberately tap into sprints or other feeders. Example of MX5s using this very 

effectively. 
● There was discussion of the club magazine. 

 
Racing / Calendar / Championship 

● Spacing between events is a big problem 
● Two Wakefields at end of year is viewed poorly 
● One day event was generally popular amongst people who ran. Some concerns about 

the impact of a problem ruining a whole meeting that could be fixed overnight. Counter 
point was that it was action packed, lots of fun and gives half the weekend back. Other 
categories are known to be very positive about it. 

● There was quite a bit of support for combining grids, for some or all rounds. Points in 
favour were increased field density to provide more competition, and better appearances 
for people looking at the category. Vigorous counterpoints were raised regarding the 
potential impact on under 2L numbers, our proximity to track density at Wakefield and 
ensuring that we are focusing on the most important problems. Clearly an issue with very 
passionate viewpoints on both sides. 

● Not enough variety with regards to tracks. Boring to race at the same place over and 
over. 

● Quite a bit of interest in an interstate meeting, QLD was suggested and Morgan Park 
seemed to be quite a popular idea, Winton also mentioned as a possibility. Both subject 
to interest from the home state in doing a crossover round. Will be raised with other 
clubs. 

● Cost issues 
○ Pricing differences between State Championships and MRA meetings is 

unjustified, needs to be fixed. Wakefield vs SMP is also unjustified considering 
quality of facilities and distance from Sydney. 

○ Switch over to late entry fee is too early and not justified. MRA does not charge 
one. 

○ Garage / Carport costs between State Championships and MRA are unjustified. 



● Need our series to be more competitive right throughout the grid 
● Mixed up race formats was floated. Longer races for more points, reverse grid races. 
● Potentially switch from awarding trophies for winning the final to trophies for scoring 

most points at the meeting. 
● Work out a combined overall pointscore. One perspective was to combine races, another 

just to accumulate points within classes whether or not combined. Award an outright club 
champion. 

 
Meeting Closed at 9:59 PM. 
 
  



 


